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Began with a seed of an idea...
A little about me...

- Amy Rosenstein
- Marketing background
- Teaching third grade for ten years
- **2013 Pioneer Award** in recognition for innovative uses of technology that change teaching and learning
- *Time Magazine* and TV/radio interviews
- **Ardsley School District** – 20 miles northeast of midtown Manhattan
- Approximately 2,000 students in the middle to upper-middle class school district
- Technology integration is varied throughout the district
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Come with me as we take a trip on ice! My book is about me doing a hop on ice. I saw elle!! I felt shivery! I was grabbing the skate! In my book I will do and think amazing things! If you choose to read this book, you will surely enjoy it!! I was doing my first hop!
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Classroom and Teacher Needs

- Direct access to authors for teachers and students
- Ability to access texts digitally
- Ability to mark up digital texts
- Quizzes embedded in texts to ascertain comprehension
- Ability to save digital texts to reuse with future classes
- Portfolios to collect each student’s individual digital work from the entire school year
- Central resource for teachers offering specific programs and apps
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